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30-day Public Review from June 19, 2020 to July 19, 2020

  This addendum proposes changes to allow the use of equipment using small amounts of non-A1 refrigerants, only if they are listed to appropriate product safety standards. The proposal is consistent with research findings, and the published requirements of product safety standards such as UL 484 and UL 60335-2-40.
  One clarifying change from comments received on the first publication public review draft is proposed by the committee.

  This addendum revises garage fan ventilation requirements in Standard 90.1.

  This addendum proposes a change to Section G3.1.2.10 Exhaust Air Heat Recovery to correct a mistake that was made when ASHRAE 90.1-2013 addendum bm was published. ASHRAE Standard 90.1 does not require systems serving laboratories to comply with prescriptive energy recovery requirements when laboratory exhaust is variable volume. This requirement was in 90.1-2004 and remains relatively unchanged in the current version of the Standard. Prior to the publication of addendum bm, Appendix G rules followed this requirement. The current wording in Appendix G would require a proposed laboratory design with variable flow exhaust and energy recovery to model both heat recovery and variable exhaust in the baseline HVAC system. The proposed change aligns the baseline requirements of Appendix G with the requirements of laboratory systems from the 2004 version of 90.1.

  This addendum adjusts the Section 11 budget building fan power to avoid a fan power credit for cases where the proposed building includes heat recovery and the budget building does not include heat recovery.
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